ALTERNATIVE PARKING STALL MARKINGS
USE ONLY WHEN SPECIFIED IN THE CONTRACT

NOTES

1. Three, four and five accessible stall arrangements may be either 60° (angled) or 90° (perpendicular) parking arrangements. See Contract.

2. An Access Parking Space symbol is required for each accessible parking stall. A blue background and white border are required when the symbol is installed on a cement concrete surface.

3. All accessible stalls shall have wheel stops. Please wheel stops in other stalls when specified in the contract. Wheel stops shall be approximately 6" high and a minimum of 6" long.


LEGEND

- Reserved Parking Sign and post with BUS SHLA Plate(s), if indicated
- Access Parking Space Symbol
- Manufactured wheel stop
- Detectable Warning Pattern

PARKING SPACE LAYOUTS

STANDARD PLAN N-17.10-02

THREE ACCESSIBLE STALLS

FOUR ACCESSIBLE STALLS

FIVE ACCESSIBLE STALLS
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